


Revisit and Review

Let’s practise Sam’s Sounds and Tricky Words!
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Star Letters
Kit and Sam are watching some shooting stars. Can you say the right 

letter name before the star shoots by?

Revisit and Review



Revisit and Review



Teach

The family were heading out for the day to go to a
friend’s party. They were all dressed up in their smart
clothes and Kit was holding a wrapped gift tied with a
bow. 



Teach

Suddenly, Mum had to stop the car because there was
a cow in the road. “Oh, no!” said Kit. “We will have to
wait until we can get past.”



Teach

“Sound the horn,” said Dad, “then the cow will move 
out of the way.” Mum gave the horn a little toot.



Teach

o and r are partners. They say or.



Teach

or



Teach

Action

Pretend to press a car horn.

Say ‘or, 
or, or’.



Teach

Write the Letters
Around the orange. 

Down the robot's body and up and over its arm. 

Play



Let’s Sing!

(To the tune of ‘Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary’)

Oh, a cow stood in the way,
So, whatever shall we do?

Let’s toot the horn,
or - or - or - or 

We’re hoping that will moo-ve!

Play Song

Teach



Gift Guess
As they wait for the cow to move, Sam tries to guess what is inside the 

gift for their friend’s birthday. Write down what Sam thinks it might be.

Practise



Practise

fork
Show



Practise

cork
Show



Practise

corn
Show



Practise

thorn
Show



Practise

torn
Show



Apply

The cow still did not move. “Don’t worry,” said Dad. 
“I’ll sort it.” He got out of the car and pushed open a 
nearby gate so the cow could get through. As he did, 
the cow zoomed past and pushed Dad over!



Caption Time
Apply

What happened to Dad as the cow pushed past? Write a caption or 
sentence to match the picture.

Click me for Kit’s teaching tips!

Click ‘Sound Buttons On/Off’ to 
select whether you want to show 
sound buttons under the sentence.

X



Show
Sound 

Buttons 
On/Off

His coat got torn on that thorn.

Apply



Apply

“Oh, well,” said Dad as he got back in the car, “at
least it worked.”
“Yes,” said Sam thoughtfully. “Why did the cow cross 
the road?”
“I don’t know,” said Kit.
“To mooooove to the other field,” chuckled Sam and
everyone laughed. 



Today, we have learnt…




